Grounds & Horticulture Department

Operations Meeting
Responsibilities

- Waste removal island-wide: Main Street, Seawalls, Parks and Fields
- Maintain cleanliness of all public areas including: Main street, seawalls, AVAC yard, comfort stations, athletic fields, playgrounds, basketball courts and facilities upon request
- Street sweeping
- Facility clean out's / relocations
- BBQ grill clean
- Low tree trimming (below 15 ft)
- Tree removal (under 15 ft)
- Snow, leaf and graffiti removal
- Event set up and breakdown
Snow Removal Procedure

Priority One: Emergency vehicle egress and critical paths

Priority Two: Recreational and park pathways

*30 Tons of salt currently on hand
Storm Recovery

**Priority One**
- Remove any hazardous conditions from emergency access areas
- Notify PSD and local agencies if attention is needed that is out of our knowledge area. Ex: downed wire

**Priority Two**
- Assess all parks, playgrounds and areas along the island for dangerous limbs or trees and remove hazard.

**Priority Three**
- Remove remaining debris from all outdoor public accommodation spaces and restore area
Blue Dragon

Concept

- Maintaining the Blue Dragon’s layout and accentuating its form with plantings going from low to mid profile. Creating a natural slope the eye can follow from ground level to the sculpture.
- Perimeter beds consist of lower plantings with colorful accents softening the rigidity of the bed.
- The selections have a gradual blooming period stretching from Spring until the end of Summer providing a lively aesthetic.
AVAC Yard

- New policies upcoming to better utilize and safeguard the yard space; incorporate the composting initiative
- Promote safety in regard to accessing the yard as this is a dangerous area for non-authorized personnel
Raising The Canopy

- Educational plant training
- Promoting a sustainable landscape through plant selections
- Composting initiatives and integration into the island landscape
- Focus on plant health and nurturing
- Expanding waste removal